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1  Introduction

Indoor air quality, healthy buildings, and material durability are important issues from 
both economic and social points of view. Construction materials, used externally or 
internally, can affect the health of building occupants as well as the energy consump-
tion required while in service (eg, heating, hot water, air conditioning), thus its effect 
on the sustainability of the environment (International Energy Agency (IEA), 2007). 
Therefore, the preliminary selection of materials used for construction plays an im-
portant role in the success of the high environmental quality of building projects.

The normative rules (NF X 50-501, 1982) define durability as the ability of an en-
tity to perform a function under given conditions of use and maintenance until the state 
limit is reached. More specifically, the durability of concrete is its ability to maintain 
its mechanical properties during its service life.

The durability is often concerned with the diffusion of harmful species into the 
building materials. For example, when talking about wood or reinforced concrete struc-
tures, the chloride penetration phenomena into concrete can't be ignored. Permeability 
is often associated with a material's durability as it relates to material diffusion. These 
two properties, diffusion and permeability, are interrelated; however, the question of 
their level of direct impact on material durability remains unclear.

In fact, very porous materials generally have pores at microscopic level, a complex 
and random pore structure where the role of heterogeneities becomes fundamental in 
the understanding of the physical phenomena involved and the prediction of behavior. 
Nevertheless, the heterogeneities related to the material morphology have not often been 
considered in the durability studies. In this context, the present chapter attempts to explore 
the link between the various physical properties of materials and their durability, while 
taking into consideration the material's morphological character, which is expressed in 
terms of porosity, as well as other phenomenon directly related to these properties.

2  Effect of physical properties on durability

A literature review on the different upscaling models (microscopic and macroscopic) 
of homogenization and the influence of materials and environmental parameters (tem-
perature, relative humidity, pH, concentration, etc.) on durability are presented.
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Porosity is an important factor that reflects the morphological property of each 
material that influences the material's durability and consequently its sustainability. 
Therefore, parameters affecting the porosity are highlighted in this section. The 2D 
(3D) porosity is defined as the ratio of area (volume) of pores divided by the total area 
(volume) of the material. Theoretically, two types of porosity can be observed:

− Total or absolute porosity that refers to the ideal porous medium where all the pores are 
interconnected because it considers all the pores including those that are not invaded by the 
fluid (ie, closed pores).

− The effective or accessible porosity, defined as the ratio of connected pores, through which 
the flow takes place in the total volume of the medium. This definition is used only if the 
structure of the porous medium is known.

Fig. 3.1 shows the various types of pores or voids in materials (see Ollivier and 
Torrenti, 2008, Benboudjema, 2012 for more details). It should be noticed that the 
connected open porosity (ie, open interconnected voids) has a major impact on the 
diffusivity value of the material. Descriptions of the various void/pores in the text is 
useful as indicated in Fig. 3.1.

The porosity in the heterogeneous material (cement paste in this case) is formed 
through non-connected air bubbles, the capillary porosity, and also the hydrates po-
rosity. The cement paste has porosity at different scales of observation. Therefore, 
its experimental characterization requires the use of different investigative techniques 
to the desired level. Although these techniques often require a sample preparation 
prior to test (eg, predrying in the case of mercury-intrusion porosimeter testing), they 
provide an estimation of the size of the pores and their distribution. In fact, the coarse-
ness of porosity is generally underestimated due to exaggeration from the so-called 
ink-bottle effect, in which pores are assimilated to cylinders and artifacts related to the 
preparation of the sample. This may cause alteration to the pore structure due to the 
drying technique, the very high mercury injection pressure, and also the hysteresis of 
the intrusion and the release of mercury. There are generally two types of pores:

− Capillary porosity vestige of the initial clinker porosity where the pore size ranges from
0.01 to 50 μm. It seems that the structural differences between the cement paste, of various
water to cement ratios (W/C), is mainly derived from the differences in the capillary pores 
(Bouny, 2007).

Noninterconnected void

Microcrack

Bounded void

Chosen subvolume

Interconnected void 

Bounded saturated void

Inclusion (solid phase)

Solid matrix

Fig. 3.1 Various porosities configurations.
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− Gel C-S-H (calcium silicate hydrate) porosity which is the intrinsic porosity of hydrated
products where the pores are small in size (ie, nanometer in size) where the dimensions range 
from a few angstroms to about 50–100 nm, which is much lower than that of the capillary 
porosity. These later can be further decomposed into interlamellar pores and intra-lamellaires  
cracks. This follows the C-S-H description adopted by various authors (Jennings, 2008; 
Nonat, 2004), but we can underline the limitation of continuous material approach on ang-
strom scale.

It is important to note that the C-S-H pores form a connected cluster, which is not 
generally the case for capillary pores, except for materials with very high W/C ratio. 
We have to underline that the mercury-porosimetry test shows tendency, but is unable 
to give quantifiable results at the necessary scale due to the high pressure used and the 
mechanical disorder that is caused.

The porosity of mortar and concrete is influenced by the evolution of microcracks 
during the early stages and the presence of aggregates. For compositions, W/C ratio 
of 0.4, containing silica fume and the mass ratio of the clinker by the silica fume is 
10. The aggregates contact interface tends to increase the porosity to the surface of
the grains through a destabilizing effect. On the other hand, portlandite appears pref-
erentially in the vicinity of such an interface. This is obvious in Fig. 3.2A for materials 
without silica fume for different aggregate content (the W/C ratio is 0.4). For compo-
sitions containing silica fume (the weight clinker silica fume ratio is 10%) the coarse 
porosity (capillary) is higher when the aggregate content increases. This is less visible 
in the presence of silica fume (Garboczi and Bentz, 1992). The complex structure, 
time evolution, and the asymptotical porosity are related to the formulation and are 
predictable only for specific and chosen material.

3  Diffusion coefficient in cementitious materials

To ensure the sustainability of civil-engineering structures, knowledge of the prop-
erties related to diffusion is required. Diffusion refers to the transport process of a 
component in a given medium under the effect of its random agitation at the molecular 
level called Brownian motion (or vibrational on thermal aspect). If there are differ-
ences of concentration between two points in the medium, this phenomenon produces 
an overall transport component that is oriented from the most concentrated area to 
the least concentrated area. The diffusion process occurs even though the fluid (here 
water) doesn't move. Diffusion is a phenomenon that is irreversible in time. As it is 
difficult to follow the movement of each ion in a solution, the distribution is generally 
considered from a macroscopic point of view, that is to say that the overall particle 
motion is described by local concentration changes noted C. The ion will be described 
by its chemical potential ς by the relation:

(3.1)

where ς
0
 is the chemical potential in a reference state, T is the absolute temperature,

R is the gas constant and C is the concentration. The existence of a chemical potential 

V V= +0 RT Cln
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gradient of a component i in a given medium causes a flow 

J  of this component. The 

thermodynamics of this irreversible process postulates that there is a linear relationship 
between the flow and the chemical potential gradient acting as a thermodynamic force. 
Then we obtain the first Fick law, which gives the mass of solute per unit area and time1:

(3.2)
 
J D C= - Ñr
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Fig. 3.2 Porosity distribution in pastes (A) and cement mortars (B) for different aggregate 
proportions.

1 Could be written as 
 
J D C= - Ñ  where only the flux units change.
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with D (m2/s) being the diffusion coefficient of the species in the medium under con-
sideration. The mass conservation in an infinitesimal volume element is expressed by 
the classical partial derivatives equation:

(3.3)

In heterogeneous media, we can write J
p
 ion flux passing through a defined unit 

area as follows:

(3.4)

where C is the average concentration on representative elementary volume (VER) 
and D

e
 is the effective diffusion coefficient (m2/s). It is this factor that is accessed by 

the custom material without interaction between the diffusing species and the solid.
The ion flux through the material can be written by considering the material as a 

homogeneous medium or by considering the fact that the ions pass only through the 
porosity without integrating the complexity or tortuosity:

(3.5)

where

(3.6)

This shows that the effective diffusion coefficient D
e
 is lower than the clear fluid 

diffusivity (ie, diffusion coefficient D). So we keep in mind that in the case of pure 
fluid (at rest state), without electrostatic interaction between different ions, the diffu-
sion through a liquid is related to the size of the spherical particles according to the 
Stokes–Einstein expression:

(3.7)

with μ being the water viscosity, a being the radius of the considered element and N
being the Avogadro number. The principals' diffusivity values of different ions are 
given below (Table 3.1). As previously underlined and expected, the porosity has an 
important effect on the diffusivity value. Some authors (Benboudjema, 2012) collected 

¶

¶
= ( )

C

t
D Cdiv grad
� ����

Jp e= - ×ÑD C


Jp e= - ×Ñ = - × ×ÑD C D C
 

f

D De = ×f

D
RT

N a
=

6P m

Species Diffusivity (m2 s−1)

HTO (tritium) 2.24 × 10−9

Cl− 2.03 × 10−9

Ca2+ 1.56 × 10−9

Table 3.1 Diffusion coefficient in pure water
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various results from the literature on effective diffusion- coefficient values (Fig. 3.3), 
whose principal product characteristics are given in Table 3.2.

Various changes in effective diffusivities as a function of porosity (accessible 
to water) on pastes and concrete based on cement and mineral additions are sum-
marized in Fig. 3.3. It should be noted that the accessible porosity to water was 
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Fig. 3.3 Evolution of the effective diffusivity as a function of porosity for various cement 
pastes and concrete.
From Bogdan, M., 2015. Modélisation morphologique multi-échelles de matériaux 
cimentaires—application à la prédiction de propriétés effectives de diffusion (Thèse de 
doctorat de l'ENS de Cachan).

References Cement type Material type Diffusing species

Richet et al. (1997) CEM I Cement paste Tritiated water (T
2
O)

Tits et al. (2003) CEM I Cement paste
Bejaoui et al. (2006) CEM I and V Cement paste
De Larrard (2010) CEM I and fly ash 

(23% by mass)
Concrete

Djerbia et al. (2008) CEM I with silica 
fume (30% by mass)

Cement paste Uranium

Tognazzi (1998) CEM I Cement paste Leaching
Mejlhede Jensen et al. 
(1999)

Cement paste Chlorides 

Ngala et al. (1995)
Tang (2003) Concrete 
Carcassès et al. (2005) CEM I, II, III, and IV

Table 3.2 Cement pastes and concrete diffusion coefficient

From Bogdan, M., 2015. Modélisation morphologique multi-échelles de matériaux cimentaires—application à la 
prédiction de propriétés effectives de diffusion (Thèse de doctorat de l'ENS de Cachan).
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calculated from the composition in the same case (Richet, 1992) tests and from 
the measurement of the mercury-porosimetry test. Under interactions between the 
chlorides and the cementitious matrix, the effective diffusion-coefficient evaluation 
was carried out using an isothermal interaction or by measuring the amount of flux 
through the sample.

Three mains findings can be extracted from Fig. 3.3:

− Except for chlorides, and therefore for tritiated water (T
2
O) diffusivity, the use of mineral

additives reduces the diffusivity dramatically by at least one order of magnitude.
− Generally, little difference exists between the cement paste and concrete, which may be due

to the presence of the transition zone (aureole). Recent works minimize such assumptions 
(Bajja et al., 2015).

− In this case, the diffusion coefficient seems to be less dependent on the ions' nature.

Several results of the evolution of the effective chlorides diffusivity and various 
radionuclides of several results available from literature (the summary overview is 
described in Table 3.2) for different W/C ratio, different types of cement paste and 
concrete are grouped in Fig. 3.4. From these results the same conclusion obtained 
above can be confirmed, except that the effects of mineral admixtures seem even 
larger.

The effective diffusivity controls the diffusive process and the related mate-
rial durability, but the weak level of diffusion amplifies the weight of transport 
phenomena induced by the flux over the material or flow over the porosity. 
The intensity of the flow and the ion diffusion amplification is related to the 
permeability.
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4  Correlation between porosity and permeability

A porous medium is primarily characterized by two interconnected macroscopic prop-
erties, which are porosity and permeability. Permeability is the fluid flow ability into a 
porous medium under the effect of a pressure gradient. The effective porosity gives an 
indication of the hydraulic permeability. However, the value of the permeability also 
depends on the pore structure, that is, interconnectivity and size distribution. The mea-
sured intrinsic permeability, in a given direction, is also relative to the open surface 
perpendicular to the fluid flow. Most porous materials have in fact a preferred orien-
tation or an asymmetry of the porous phase in their structure, and the transmissibility 
of the saturated fluid does not happen in the same way in all directions. So as permea-
bility or thermal conductivity change in direction, then the medium is anisotropic with 
respect to this property at the considered point.

A porous structure is considered heterogeneous if the property varies depending 
on the position of the point where it is located within the structure. Thus, in a porous 
material composed of several vertical isotropic porous layers, the properties such as 
permeability and thermal conductivity vary from one layer to the other, and constitute 
a generally heterogeneous porous medium. Furthermore, a porous medium is also 
heterogeneous because it is composed of a solid phase and a fluid phase (liquid/vapor/
dry air). The porous medium is locally heterogeneous due to the large variation in 
characteristics that may exist within the solid matrix itself (eg, grains or fibers), as 
shown in Fig. 3.5. The homogenization technics allow for finding the condition to get 
globally homogeneous materials (on VER).

In addition to the high heterogeneity and anisotropy of most porous building ma-
terials, the latter contain localized cracks (Fig. 3.5B and C), which can influence the 
diffusion and especially the material permeability. Thus, there is a need to understand 
these phenomena by investigating the effective permeability, which is the principal pa-
rameter reflecting flow in porous media. Cracks represent preferential flow paths for 
the transport of fluid species and strongly contribute to the deterioration of structural 

Fig. 3.5 Example of a locally heterogeneous and anisotropic porous media: (A) a 3D view of 
the spruce wood (B) and (C) cracked concrete with microbubbles.
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performances by enhancing the apparent diffusive coefficient (eg, corrosion, carbon-
ation, etc.) and safety (eg, radioactive fluid loss, radionuclide migration, etc.).

For example, in a recent study (Rastiello et al., 2015), investigation showed the ef-
fect of permeability on the fracture characteristic of porous materials where the meso-
scale analyses of cracked porous volumes were performed. Mesostructures are defined 
according to the morphological framework proposed by Adler (2008), and recently 
developed by Roubinet et al. (2010). Several structures with different porosity are 
studied. They considered a cubical heterogeneous domain defined volumetrically by 
either a solid or fluid point defined as voxel information (Fig. 3.6). Each voxel rep-
resents an element of the solid matrix of the material and by consequence it represents 
the material morphology.

An explicit realization is given in Fig. 3.6 for different porosity from highly porous 
(0.7) to relative dense domain (0.05). This structure is obtained and characterized 
using three correlation lengths (6, 20, and 30) as shown from the granulometry illus-
trated in Fig. 3.7A (Bogdan, 2015).

The corresponding specific area (the interface between the solid structure and fluid 
subdomains) is shown in Fig. 3.7B where a maximum versus porosity is observed, 
which is due to percolation between dispersed solid grains and fluid channels. Such a 
specific-area is obtained through the analytical approach (Bogdan, 2015).

The porosity is also accessible analytically and checked numerically by integrat-
ing the solid and fluid phases associated with voxels information (see Fig 3.7B). 
Nevertheless in the statistical definition of the structure used it was found that the 
experimental values fit well with the porosity prediction. However, the computed min-
imum and maximum open sections (fluid plan in a given position) in comparison with 
the average section of the porosity domain (corresponding to global porosity) exhibit 
a constant difference for the different thresholds. Such deviation corresponds to the 
chosen variation and correlation length.

The relative variation of the porosity value increases as the threshold (or porosity) 
decreases (Fig. 3.7B). Based on known structure and geometrical information (eg, area, 
porosity, specific area), and by using the direct numerical simulation model, the equiv-
alent thermal conductivity (or molecular diffusion) and permeability can be evaluated.

In this part, transport through macropores and cracks, as well as the diffusion in 
microporous solid inclusions, are taken into account. Uncracked porous volumes are 
considered first as a reference case. The pressure drop is normalized by the identified 

Fig. 3.6 3D field, from a strongly porous domain (A) reference case; to less porous: (B) 0.2; 
(C) 0.1; and (D) 0.05 (weak porosity).
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homogeneous permeability weighted by velocity term (V/Da), where Da is the Darcy 
number, a nondimensional parameter, representing the ratio of the permeability on the 
square passage section.

The cracks width effect on the average pressure gradient corresponding to two val-
ues of flow rates; 1 and 10 are illustrated in Fig. 3.8 for a porosity of 0.48. The pressure 
drop is normalized by the previously identified homogeneous permeability.

For microcracks the global flow doesn't change and remains horizontal and per-
pendicular to the section, and the pressure difference coincides with those obtained in 
the homogeneous case. For cracks with a width larger than 3% of the whole domain 
size (fluid and solid voxel ratio: 6/200), the apparent relative permeability changes. 
It can be observed that there is an excellent predictability of the pressure drop based 
on the previously identified permeability that is illustrated by the nonvisible effect of 
imposed flow rate (1 and 10). Such results can be expressed by an anisotropic tensor.
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When the crack width increases, the porous volume becomes more permeable as 
illustrated by the decrease in the pressure difference. For cracks having width larger 
than 15% of the global domain size, the pressure decrease exhibits asymptotical be-
havior resulting mainly from the entrance and exit of the fluid gaps and the crack 
channel. For such situations or intermediate crack widths a more complex phenome-
non occurs with significant flow redistribution that affects the pressure-flow interlink. 
The flow change will induce a significant change in mass diffusion. In nonsaturated 
concrete, we face a more complex multiphase (liquid–gas) water distribution and time 
evolution. The complex phenomena evolve over time and are also interlinked with the 
temperature field.

5  Heat and mass interlinking

Heat transfer can also be appreciably affected by the morphology of the porous matrix 
and therefore its porosity, as mentioned above for fluid flow. Thermal conductivity is 
generally the most used parameter to describe heat transfer.

The models used to evaluate the effective thermal conductivity are very often based 
on the identification of the porous medium with a regular, simple geometric structure. 
Then, the conductivity is calculated by rigorous theoretical resolution, or by numer-
ical calculation using simplifying assumptions. In the latter case, more formulations 
are obtained in explicit equivalent thermal conductivity (λ*), which depends on the
conductivity of the two solid–fluid phases and the porosity. The comparison of this 
training with experimental data is presented for fixed porosity in Fig. 3.9.

The existing expression remains inaccurate and unable to predict the equiva-
lent thermal conductivity, the diffusivity, and the permeability. Several approaches 
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 including the porosity, tortuosity, or more complex structural parameters, allow some 
improvement with complex fitting. Based on the previously defined structure and 
known porosity, interface area (A

1
), granulometry, and transverse surface, we will 

present a simplified scheme allowing for equivalence (for more detail see Rastiello 
et al., 2015).

The considered domain can be presented as three vertical multilayers where the 

central is a porous media of width 1
2 0e

 between two identical gaps of width e
0
. The

equivalent thermal scheme is series of three thermal resistances with the equivalent 
central as parallel thermal resistance composed by the fluid and solid phases. The 
geometrical ratio between the two parallel phases is given by the porosity ε. We insist
on the interfacial fluid–solid area (A

1
) controlling the coupling between the solid and 

fluid phase and the tortuosity. The equivalent, simplified resistance is given according 
to the following equation:

(3.8)
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and

(3.10)

where l l lr s f= / . The analytical apparent conductivity is given by 
l

l

leq
r eq

f

=
.

The obtained effective conductivity ratio for the different thresholds and solid–
fluid conductivity ratio are shown in Fig. 3.10. The apparent conductivity increases 
with the increase in solid–fluid conductivity ratio. For high porosity ( e = 0 7. , ie, 
threshold 3), the apparent thermal conductivity change with a ratio of two when 
the relative conductivity changes by the order magnitude of 102. For low porosity, 
the change is more pronounced. The obtained numerical results do not fit with the 
analytical part and do not tend to with the two-limit cases, represented on lower part 
of Fig. 3.10. This is illustrating the more complex phenomenon that is resumed by 
either the important part of the interfacial surface exchange (specific area) allow-
ing the thermal coupling between the two considered phases in the intermediate 
transitional domain and the tortuosity of the solid or the fluid phases on the two 
asymptotical cases.
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Therefore, the ability to generate a controlled porous structure with known porosity 
and specific area is demonstrated. The porosity evolution modifies the apparent gran-
ulometry, the specific area, and the tortuosity. Moreover, in multiphase fluid (Bories 
et al. (2008)), the adsorption and capillary pressure modify local constraint and affect 
the previous underlined geometrical characteristic.

6  Vapor–liquid interaction

This section is concerned with the vapor–liquid interaction inside a material. Such 
interaction is related to the previous diffusion and permeability but could illustrate 
strong correlation with the physical and chemical adsorption phenomena. Physical 
adsorption involves the condensation of molecules on the surface of the solid material. 
Adsorbed molecules are weakly linked to the solid by intermolecular forces of attrac-
tion (mainly van der Waal's forces). The energy involved is <20 kJ/mol. There are
no privileged sites and adsorption can be multimolecular, that is, that a second layer, 
then a third, can come to adsorb on the first. It is a reversible phenomenon since the 
adsorption is little influenced by the nature of the surface.

Chemical adsorption is due to ionic or covalent chemical bonds between gas and 
solid surface. This implies a change in its structure or reactivity. The energies involved 
are more important. They vary from 80 to 400 kJ/mol. Chemical adsorption can be 
monolayer. It is an irreversible phenomenon that is specific because it depends on the 
nature of the chemical bonds that the atoms in contact may contract.

Such adsorption and desorption processes could be seen as the effect of the envi-
ronment on the materials, but due to the water contain reversibility, it could be ana-
lyzed as a material contribution in regulating the ambient building vicinity.

The material contribution in regulating the ambiance vicinity can be directly reflected 
by the hydric and morphological parameters more specifically the specific surface. This 
parameter, which is inversely proportional to the length, plays an important role in the 
adsorption problems. As for porosity, sometimes it is necessary to distinguish the acces-
sible surface area and the total surface area including the area of the walls of the pore 
surfaces. This parameter is strongly dependent on the porosity as shown in Table 3.3.

A material's ability to absorb or release moisture is sometimes called the moisture 
buffer capacity of the material, and is a function of permeability and the absorptive power 
of the material. This ability is interesting for example when studying the robustness of a 

Materials Porosity Specific area (m−1) Permeability (m2)

Brick 0.12–0.34 4.8 × 10−15 to 2.2 × 10−13

Granular catalyst 0.45 5.6 × 107

Standard concrete 0.02–0.07
Fiberglass 0.88–0.93 56 × 103 to 77 × 103

Sand 0.37–0.50 15 × 103 to 22 × 103 2 × 10−11 to 1.8 × 10−10

Silica (powder) 0.37–0.49 6.8 × 105 to 8.9 × 105 1.3 × 10−14 to 5.1 × 10−14

Table 3.3 Properties of some materials
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construction against interstitial condensation. Duforestel (1992) proposed an empirical 
model to calculate the indoor moisture buffer, and classified the hygroscopic materials 
into two general categories: high absorption and low absorption. The Nordetest proto-
col proposes to place square samples to the wetting and drying cycles clearly defined 
(Rode et al., 2007). The moisture-buffering capacity can be determined experimentally 
by weighing the samples, which are subjected to periodic changes in humidity:

(3.13)

where m
max

 and m
min

 are the maximum and the minimum water mass accumulated in 
the sample, respectively, A (m2) is the exposed specimen surface, RH

humidification
(%) is 

the relative humidity applied during the humidification cycle, and RH
drying

(%) is the 
applied relative humidity during the drying cycle.

Moisture buffer values (MBVs) using the Eq. (3.13) and the results of successive 
cycles of wetting and drying (regular weighing was performed for each cycle) are 
shown in Fig. 3.10 for aerated concrete, oriented strand board (OSB), and wood fi-
brous insulation (WFI).

According to the MBV classification given by Rode (2005), the buffering effect 
of building materials can be considered as very important for the durability and for 
hygrothermal performance of a building. As for thermal diffusivity, the moisture accu-
mulation capacity can be expressed as follows (Hagentoft, 2002):

(3.14)

b
m
 (kg/m2 Pa s0.5) is the moisture accumulation capacity, ξ is the slope of the sorption

desorption isotherm, ρ
s
 (kg/m3) is the dry density of the sample, δ

p
 (kg/(m s Pa)) is the

vapor permeability, and p
sat

 (Pa) is the saturation pressure.
Such a secondary evaluation method is performed by using the moisture accumula-

tion calculated by Eq. (3.14). It is mainly based on the experimental results of sorption 
desorption isotherms of the studied materials. The results are shown in Fig. 3.11. The 
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Fig. 3.11 Moisture accumulation capacity b
m
 as a function of relative humidity (kg/m2 Pa s0.5).
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ability of the materials to exchange moisture with the ambient air (ie, buffer capacity) 
has been explained using two different methods (Eqs. 3.13, 3.14) (Peuhkuri, 2003). 
The most significant observation is that for both methods, the same classification of 
the behavior of materials is obtained.

Both buffering capacity assessment methods are adapted to conditions at equilib-
rium, unlike the dynamic method that has been proposed by Peuhkuri (2003). It was 
shown that, in general, the moisture-buffering capacity is sometimes underestimated 
when using equilibrium conditions with respect to the dynamic approach.

7  Durability of bio-based material

In the previous sections, the focus was mainly on the study of the cementitious mate-
rial's durability as a function of the morphological and the local physical properties. 
However, nowadays, bio-based materials are becoming increasingly competitive to 
fully cementitious materials due to their environmental benefits.

Actually, wooden or partially wooden materials present many advantages; in ad-
dition to being a 100% renewable resource, wood is a naturally recyclable and bio-
degradable building material. Compared to other building products like concrete and 
steel, it has a lower environmental impact (Bribián et al., 2011). Because of their 
complex morphology and the high heterogeneity of wooden materials, there is still a 
lack of knowledge concerning their microscopic geometric changes, due to the hygro-
thermal solicitations. These changes usually lead to a considerable evolution of the re-
sulting thermophysical properties of the material, which constrain its use. Indeed, the 
latewood/earlywood transition present in the wood structure substantially influences 
the macroscopic behavior of the material.

In reality, the hygrothermal behavior of wood involves the complex interaction of 
different heat, air, and moisture transfer mechanisms. At the pore (1–100 μm) scale,
the physical transfer as well as the liquid–vapor interface topology and their interac-
tions with the solid matrix make the study of these mechanisms extremely complex. 
In fact, the macroscopic material's behavior is highly dependent on the mechanisms 
involved at the microscopic scale. Indeed, the swelling and shrinkage phenomena, 
observed at the macroscopic scale, is the main evidence reflecting such change caused 
by the hygric transfer history within the material; unfortunately these dimensionless 
phenomena are often neglected by the researchers.

Recently, El Hachem et al. (2015) conducted an experimental investigation on 
spruce wood based on the nondestructive, 3D-imaging technique “X-ray tomography.” 
This method allows for the locating of any heterogeneity in the material (see Fig. 3.12, 
obtained at a resolution of 3.35 × 3.35 × 3.35 μm3 at dried conditions).

The region of interest (ROI) of a dried specimen containing the latewood/earlywood 
discontinuity is represented in Fig. 3.5 (above section). In both figures, it can be ob-
served that the latewood phase is characterized by the cells containing thicker walls 
and smaller cavities that become smaller when approaching the latewood/earlywood 
interface. It can be noticed that the smallest pores belong to the thickest fibers.
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El Hachem et al. (2015) confirmed that the presence of the latewood/earlywood 
discontinuity in the material decreases its porosity from 80% to 50%. In addition to 
these wooden material's morphological changes and their interaction with mortar on 
the interface inclusion, these materials are exposed to other risks affecting their du-
rability. Such risks must include several criteria, which make them hazardous; mold 
growth is one of the most important criteria for the evaluation of the material's degra-
dation since the porous parts of these bio-based materials are continuously exposed to 
internal and external environmental conditions (see Fig. 3.13).

Currently there are several known adverse health effects due to the exposure to 
fungi. For example, immunological effects that are associated with allergic reac-
tions, subsequent to the exposure of allergenic proteins; some types of fungi such 
as, Cladosporium, Alternaria, Penicillium, Aspergillus, are commonly associated with 
allergies and aggravate rhinitis and asthma (Boudih, 2011). Thus, there is a neces-
sity to examine such fungal phenomenon that may be continuously present in our 
buildings. Moisture is often the most influential parameter for spore germination and 
mold growth. Water availability is required for fungi to ensure their physiological and 
metabolic activities. However, fungal growth depends not only on the ambient relative 
humidity, but also on the water activity of the substrate.

In this context, the mold-growth behaviors of three wooden material types (massive 
spruce wood (MSW), WFI, and OSB) are examined. Fig. 3.14 shows an example of 
mold growth for the MSW, WFI, and OSB samples exposed at a 99.4% of relative 
humidity in an isothermal desiccator (at 25°C).

After just 1 week of exposure, the contamination surface was visually detected on 
treated (sterilized) and untreated OSB samples. This is certainly linked to the chemical 
composition of OSB (its wealth of different types of wood) and its high heterogene-
ity. It also confirms the results of Lähdesmäki et al. (2011), which assume that fungi 
prefer to grow on a rougher surface than smooth; the OSB surface is rougher than that 

Fig. 3.12 Region of interest of a dried spruce wood specimen in the (x,y) plane, without the 
latewood/earlywood interface presence.
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of WFI and has a rougher surface than that of MSW. The results also confirm that the 
untreated material is more susceptible to develop fungal compared to those sterilized 
initially.

High sensitivity to the hydric changes was obtained in particular for OSB, which 
presents the most heterogeneous composition compared to MSW and WFI; it presents 
a maximum mold index value (noted M) of 6 observed visually at high relative humid-
ity (99%) after only 1 week of exposition, which presents a high risk of early degrada-
tion (Fig. 3.14). We indicate here that the index-classification criteria (M) have been 
recently modified to allow its application to the evaluation a large type of materials 
(Lähdesmäki et al., 2011). For example, mold indexes of 2 signify moderate growth 
detected with microscopy, and a mold index of 5 signifies a visually detected growth 
of more than 5%. This parameter can be used as input data for material models (Hukka 
and Viitanen, 1999) predicting the response of pure-wooden material to arbitrary tem-
perature and humidity conditions.

Fig. 3.13 Mold observation for oriented strand board (A) and wood fibrous insulation (B) 
after 2 weeks of exposure to 80% of relative humidity. Observation under the Keyence 
microscope.
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3.8  Future trends

This chapter focuses on the effect of physical parameters such as porosity and perme-
ability on the durability and thermal properties of construction materials as well as the 
effect on the environment and human health.

The amplification of permeability by cracks was also considered. The water-vapor 
transfer and adsorption phenomena constitute an important characteristic for some 
materials, and exhibit their great ability in water storage. Such water-storage abilities 
affect the diffusion phenomena, due to multiphase coupling, and also allow for the 
interaction of the material with the ambient vicinity. Such interactions provide the 
environmental-regulation properties (ie, the moisture-buffering capacity) of materials. 
These parameters characterize the ability of a material to moderate the variations in 
relative humidity of the surrounding air.

The inclusion of biomaterials increase the complexity of the interaction on a multi-
scale and modify the durability task. Such interaction is due to the different time-scale 
difference and the strong inhomogeneity between the biomaterials and the cement 
paste. Such inhomogeneity affects the global durability and the water or humidity 
distribution in such innovative construction materials. Such new problems contribute 
significantly to fungi development and allow for improved knowledge of fungi's effect 
on people's health.
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